
Kwik Kopy Adelaide  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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Very friendly staff. They gave me a trial copy of my artwork before printing so I can decide. 
results were very good.

 Jaime  - Marketing Officer

3/10/2020Expected results

Super speedy delivery, excellent quality. Great service

 Adriana  

3/9/2020Great work!

I got some vinyl stickers printed at Kwik Kopy. They were very helpful in working out what I 
needed and even prepared them to be pre-cut. It was done very quickly, and the customer service 
and communication was great too!

 Kwik Kopy Adelaide customer

1/15/2020Very quick and helpful

KK process our business cards and always quick and correct

 LeeL  - PA Admin

1/15/2020Great Service as always!

Kwik Kopy Adelaide

Product was exactly what i was hoping for plus more and prompt delivery as 
well

  
Clarence  - Director/Owner

1/15/2020Quality and service A+“ ”



Needed some stationery printed quickly as I had nearly run out.Print job done with no hassles, 
service excellent, product exactly as ordered, priced competetive. Happy to recommend to anyone

 Kwik Kopy Adelaide customer  - Proprietor

12/14/2019Always great service

Very efficient and effective communication, understanding of our needs and it felt like nothing 
was too difficult for them.  Very happy with this service.

 Sandi08  - Director

11/11/2019Very easy procedure from start to finish!

I  use Kwik Kopy to print the sporting  clubs promotional material, they are always so helpful and 
respond to my inquiries and quick to print - great service

 Cath65  - Event Co-Ordinator

11/13/2019Fantastic service and very prompt

Always great service received from Kwik Kopy Adelaide. Automated system makes it easy to 
approve a request and proof check the product before going to production.

 Fabien Menu  - Quality Manager

11/11/2019Excellent service as always

They took pride in providing our Film with products on time, even when our deadlines were at 
their most difficult. They were patient with our tricky requests and we could always rely on their 
quality. Working with them was like clockwork!

 Ken Lau  - Graphic Designer

11/13/2019Professional and efficient service
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We ordered several large scale prints on a very urgent basis. The prints were of excellent quality 
and were delivered in such a fast manner to accommodate our request.

 M Williams  - Legal Assistant

10/8/2019Excellent Service

I’m happy with the quality of printing and professionalism of the staff.

 Lise  - Gym Trainer

9/12/2019Good service and excellent product

We use Kwik Kopy for all of our printing. They’re efficient, competitive on cost and meet really 
tight deadlines regularly for us!

 Holly  - Brand And Promotions Director

9/10/2019Super quick, cost effective and great quality

So happy we found Kwok copy. Their service and print quality is exceptional and pricing very 
reasonable

 Clayton  - Co-Director

9/10/2019Amazing service and excellent print quality

We have had a series of quick turnaround print jobs for very high profile 
meetings and the team have been fantastic turning it around and doing a great 
high quality job.

  
HolDo  - Brand Manager

10/8/2019
Very helpful and great customer  
service“ ”



Good place for quick turn around for business cards. The staff was quick to respod (cosistently) 
and I really liked how they contacted me out of their own initiative with what my prevbious 
collegue ordered. This made it really easy to select what type of cards I needed and how many!

 DigitalDinosaur  - Account Manager

9/10/2019Quick turn around and made choosing easy

Alex has been my contact, i could not ask for anything more, 10/10

 Wayne123456  - Manager

8/15/2019Perfect Service

Worked with them from out of state. They made the whole process from printing to delivery 
seamless.

 BlairH  

8/15/2019Quick turn around!

When ordering to have 1000 return reply envelopes printed I can be confident they will arrive 
well in advance of when they are needed

 TKop  - Researcher

7/10/2019Promptness and courteous service

I have used Kwik Kopy for all of my professional printing and find they are very 
knowledgeable, helpful and work with integrity.

 
Kwik Kopy Adelaide customer - Manager

8/19/2019Great service and delivered on time“ ”
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Kwik Kopy has always provided us with friendly and professional services.

 Centrex Metals Limited  - Office Admin

7/10/2019Great service and products

I had a number of documents to print at short notice, and Kwik Kopy Adelaide helped me out 
without hesitation

 Henri  - Client Director

6/12/2019Prompt and efficient service

I asked Kwik Kopy Adelaide to help me out with a interstate print run for one of my clients they 
were very helpful in meeting my deadline and the quality was great.

 Steven C  - Production Manager

5/15/2019Great service and turn around

We use Kwik Kopy often and they are always very helpful, and fast. Definitely recommend!

 Carolina_Rojas  - Development Events Coordinator

5/14/2019Great service and very quick turnaround!

I used Kwik Kopy for the first time during the Fringe to support conference printing. As a not for 
profit on a tight budget, I was so thrilled to be given a special Fringe discount. Kwik Kopy had 
an excellent range of paper stock to meet our need and our budget. they responded very quickly 
with an extremely attractive quote which we immediately accepted and they promptly turned 
around our printing requirements. We were so happy with the result, we returned a few short 
weeks later to print additional promotional material and are even using their services to print and 
design a book.their front counter staff are friendly and helpful, professional and able to answer 
all questions relating to the design and printing of our material.

 Emma22  

5/14/2019Turn around time and quality product



I got in touch with Kwik Kooy late on a Friday afternoon with a rather larger job that I needed 
done before that night. The team were not only helpful but took my job on board with no 
hesitation about the deadline. Before I could even blink I received a notification telling me my 
job was done. After rushing over to pick up my printing I was greeted with a welcoming smile, 
something one wouldn’t expect at 4:50 on a Friday afternoon! The quality of my printing was 
outstanding and further added my fantastic kwik kopy experience.

 Dej10  - Officer

5/14/2019Quick turn around with a smile!

Alex is my contact and is very helpful and gets the job done quickly.Can only speak highly of 
Kwik Kopy.

 LeeLewis  - PA

5/14/2019Great Service as always

We used Kwik Kopy Adelaide to run off a lot of printing we needed for events in SA and picked 
up when we landed from the airport. All of the staff were lovely, they turned all of our materials 
around in a short time frame and nothing was too difficult.

 Emily2830  - Program Manager

4/10/2019Very quick turnaround and good print quality

The team at Adelaide Kwik Kopy were a pleasure to deal with1 quick responce to our inquirey and 
fast turn around.

 Kwik Kopy Adelaide customer  - Operations Manager

4/10/2019great service easy to work with

I had a very small speed job and not only did the staff at Kwik Kopy get back to me with quotes 
within an hour of submission on several occasions, they then got the job done within 48 hours. 
Took the job really seriously despite its incredibly tiny run, and were really personable the whole 
time. Can only recommend.

 Vintagenettles  - Graphic Designer/Fashion Designer

4/10/2019REALLY excellent and attentive service.
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I have used Kwik Kopy Adelaide for seven years, and was particularly impressed this last time - 
for what I need the service has got faster and the price cheaper.

 AdelaideKiwi  

4/10/2019They are getting even better

We had a small run booklet to produce and not much idea how to do it.Before we had even 
booked the job the staff at Kwik Kopy guided us through the files we had to produce and picked 
up on some errors we had made. The booklet itself turned out great. Very pleased with the service 
proved and the end product

 JasonB  - Digital Manager

3/13/2019Quick turn around and Great advice

Professional quality results, knowledgeable and accommodating staff.

 Helen246  - Communications Manager

3/13/2019Great results and helpful staff.

We sometimes need a ‘kwik’ turn around with corflutes or other products being made and the 
team are always really accomodating when meeting our dealines

 Bella8520  - Promotions Coordinator

1/18/2019fast and great service

I worked with Kwik Kopy in Adelaide to produce a poster for work. The designer 
I worked with was excellent, providing detailed answers to my questions and 
working well with me to create the exact document I needed.I very much look 
forward to working with them again. 

 Matt117  - Communications&Marketingcoordinator

1/18/2019Service was excellent so was product“ ”



Excellent & speedy service, fantastic prices......

 Enrico  - Owner

1/16/2019Labels for bottled product

Staff have been great to deal with, the communication over email is great. Product is well 
executed

Kwik Kopy Adelaide Customer  - Business Development Coordinator

1/16/2019Great service, products and friendly staff

Alex provided us with excellent service. Always helpful

 Wlssa  - Administration Officer

1/16/2019Annual report, Brochures and Christmas cards

I printed postcard invitations for an event, and needed them quickly. The service was prompt 
- even faster than I had hoped - and the communication was excellent. Very happy with the 
product quality also.

 Beckyb  - Manager

12/11/2018Printing postcards

Job turnaround is so prompt and products and service always exceptional.

 
 Alm2575  - Administration Manager

11/18/2018Service above and beyond!“ ”
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My boss had a very last minute request and asked for 50 brochures to be printed the same day, a 
brief call with Kwik Kopy and they not only provided a sample print to get approved but got the 
printing finished before the 2pm deadline

 Kwik Kopy Adelaide customer  - Business And Marketing Analyst

11/12/2018Great quality, service and turn-around

I have had excellent customer service and assistance from the team since I started using them in 
about 2014.  Katrina is always extremely helpful and obliging, and Peter, Sue and the whole team 
does a great job delivering on my orders, very often at short notice.

 Susan Jones  - Executive Assistant

10/10/2018Great service by the Adelaide team

I recently sent Kwik Kopy something I needed printed within a very short time period.  They did it 
right away and it was a fantastic quality.  The service is always friendly and helpful too.  This is 
why I keep going back there!

 KarynD  - Marketing And BD Manager

10/9/2018Fast and reliable service

Staff were friendly and helpful. I only had a small job, but it was urgent, and while they did have 
a lot of work in they were able to squeeze me in so I was able to pick it up less than an hour 
after I’d dropped it off.

 Holidays of Australia  - Product Manager

10/9/2018Friendly and helpful staff

Kwik Kopy Adelaide have helped us with particular printing requirements on two occasions and 
they have been very helpful and supportive of our project. Service is quick and very professional.

 Gilli  - Co-Convenor

9/11/2018Great customer service



I’ve used Kwik Kopy on a few occasions recently and both on short notice. They’ve been super 
friendly and efficient in getting everything I needed for my business done.

 Nath1831  - Director/General Manager

8/15/2018Fantastic service and quality product

I was at a conference around the corner and I neededTo have some printing done ASAP. The 
kwikkopy store was great.

 Angie Farrier  - Account Manager

8/15/2018Last minute printing done efficiently

I frequently use Kwik Kopy for business use. Their turn around time is very fast & all of the staff 
are very friendly.

 Peter1234  - Contracts Administrator

8/14/2018
Excellect customer service & Fast turn around 
time

Our company has ordered a variety of products from Kwik Kopy Adelaide. They provide good 
advice and a very quick turn around. They have even delivered on complicated printing requests 
with fantastic prices.

 Wia01  

8/14/2018Great quality printed products & quick service

I have used Kwik Kopy on many occasions and find their service friendly, well priced and time 
efficient. The end product always looks of the highest quality.

 Lucyraewallis  - Learning & Development Consultant

8/14/2018Always a friendly and seemless experience
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Very prompt and efficient service. Catered to my last minute request.

 Kwik Kopy User  - Executive Manager

8/14/2018Prompt and Efficient

We had a marketing emergency at work! Kwik Kopy were able to produce a unique solutions to 
our requirements within a couple of business days.

 FW Lawyers  - Solicitor

8/14/2018Fast and Quality Service

Very happy with our recent orders through Kwik Kopy. They provided quote options and 
completed our order quickly. Thank you for your quality printing.

 Georgie93  - Camapign Officer

8/14/2018Fast service with quality printing

I was impressed with the good communication and turn around time in the provision of the 
product.

 Jcc1  - Manager

8/14/2018Excellent product provided in a timely way

I required some wine labels making up, service provided was to a great standard and fitted 
perfect over the original labels. also was sent atemplate to try.

 Ronnie barker  

8/14/2018Really quick and professional service



I use Kwik Kopy whenever I need something done quickly and cost effectively. Great service!

 Amelia26  - Administration

7/10/2018Always friendly and efficient

I have made a habit of turning to Kwik Kopy, Adelaide in the last 2 years. Immediate and friendly 
service combined with the most competitive quotes, makes it an easy choice.

 SMack  - Administration Coordinator

7/10/2018Kwik with a capitol K!

Last minute manuals required by client booking into our venue for training session. Manuals were 
printed quickly and quality result thank you.

 SamIVC  - Owner Director

7/9/2018quick responsive and quality result

Need 800 pages folded ready for envelopes, service was fast a reliable.

 Nathan  - Payroll Manager

7/9/2018
Great Friendly Service and perfect communi-
cation

Then team at KK Adelaide were super helpful, they understood what we needed and the time 
constraints we had. I would use them again and recommend their service to anyone needing a 
professional print job.

 MaryQBE  - Bid Manager

7/9/2018Very helpful, understood what we needed.
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Very impressed with the service on a printing job with a short timeframe. Service was efficient 
and of high quality.

 LindsayCole  - Senior Project Officer

7/9/2018Great service

great supplier, easy to work with and helped with different options available. great 
communication

 Leon P  - Information Analyst

1/9/2018great service and follow up

Whether we need 1 copy or 20 Kwik Kopy always delivers on time and at a competitive price.

 Carr  - Sales

12/26/2017The name says it all

I have used them a few times now and they are always efficient, well priced and reliable as I do it 
over email/phone as I do not live in Adelaide and they organise postage for me.

 NicolWright  - Marketing Manager

12/24/2017Always good service and fast

Kwik Kopy is always reliable and helpful, my jobs always are urgent and you always get the job 
done for me and delivered! Thank you!

 Jane L  - Operations

12/18/2017Kwik Kopy



My urgency was met by a super speedy printing job and I was able to collect it less than an hour 
after our discussion. Subsequent smaller jobs were also speedily dispatched. Took a little bit of 
pressure off at this busy time of the year. Thank you.

 Vicki123  - Thank You Certificates

12/14/2017Fantastic service

Have been recently needing urgent assistance on a couple of projects.  The Team was always 
there to provide advice and organise production in a super efficient manner.  Looked after us 
from start to finish.

 Robin  - Operations & Administration Coordin

12/14/2017Great Service! Very Helpful Team!

I have had interactions with both Sue and Peter a couple of times and they have a been a 
pleasure to deal with all the time. That’s why I keep going back to them for my jobs.

 ASup  - Admin Officer

12/14/2017Efficient and great service.

Had to get a small last minute print job done for work and this was thankfully no trouble at all 
for the team.

 Rob19  - Community Worker

12/14/2017Fantastic response and service

A few weeks ago I needed an urgent print job for certificates.  I sought advice on the quality of 
the paper needed and a suitable colour. Kwik Kopy staff were very helpful and the print job was 
done on time and perfectly

 Mundies  - Senior Project Officer

12/14/2017
Excellent friendly service and product knowl-
edge
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We visit Kwik Kopy Adelaide regularly for our architectural printing needs, and Kwik Kopy are 
always accomodating to best meet our short deadline requirements.

 LWalter  - Senior Interior Designer

12/14/2017Great Printing Service!

made up signs for us very  quick  they work like a charm

 Gaza  - Maintenace Man

12/13/2017very helpfull staff

I use Kwik Kopy regularly and they are amazing ! Fast , speedy turnaround and friendly service - 
well done team ! Always a pleasure :-)

 Melissa L  - EA

12/13/2017Fantastic Service!

We have been having our society newsletter printed at Kwik Kopy Adelaide, and they have always 
been very helpful and efficient.

 Leeb  - Society Secretary

10/30/2017Long-time relationship

The service provided was very impressive considering the tight timeline the printing was required 
by. As the printing was required to be taken overseas, additional service was provided with 
packaging and weight information for checking in at departure.

 TG 2017 Study  - Professor

10/30/2017Fast and excellent service



Peter, Katrina and the team are always very helpful, friendly and happy to assist with all requests.  
I often have tight deadlines and last minute requests and they are always happy to oblige which 
is such a relief and highly regarded.

 Charmane  - Volunteer Recruitment Officer

10/23/2017
Great team, high quality work and quick turn-
around

Jobs personally delivered and good turnaround time

 Camac  - Business Owner / Watchmaker

10/23/2017Great Customer Service

I work near Kwik Kopy Adelaide so it’s a convenient location but better than that they provide a 
great service, always giving alternative options for a product, they’re quick and the products are 
as expected. I have had a range of things printed by them including conference posters, zip up 
banners, reports and enlarged photos.

 Alexcgaut  - Program Manager

10/23/2017Great service and products

Excellent service provided and was able to meet deadlines

 PEAR Academy  - Managing Director

10/21/2017Guest Service

The quality of the printing is fantastic.  But that’s not why I go to Kwik Kopy Adelaide, it’s the 
customer service that keeps me coming back time and time again.  I walk in and I am treated like 
a familiar face and consequently greeted by all.  Nothing is ever too hard to do!  With their full 
service team, regardless of what my business needs may be, Kwik Kopy Adelaide seem to always 
be one step ahead in understanding the right approach.

 EnricoEnviroTemp  - Director

8/25/2017
Excellent service, keeps getting better and 
better
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Kwik Kopy are super responsive, courteous, patient and professional. I highly recommend them 
for any size job. They also have fabulous collateral!! (I love the red lollies!!)

 Ganjm001  - Project Coordinatro

8/25/2017Love Kwik Kopy!

Happy with product quality, on time delivery and helpful staff

 Fugro  - Engineer

8/25/2017
Great service, friendly and extremely helpful 
staff

I emailed Kwik Kopy for an emergency turnaround request at 5 pm on a Tuesday, by Wednesday 
morning they let me know they were working on the print and it was ready for me by 12 noon. 
Amazing turnaround time, and truly fantastic customer service the whole way through.

 UnitingCommunitiesJessica  - Tendering Project Officer

8/25/2017Fantastic customer service and turnaround!

I ordered a poster that I needed for the following day, less than 24 hours, the staff were amazing 
and super helpful. They sorted it out, no problems, plus the poster looked fantastic.Every 
experience I have had with staff here has been a delight.

 Marky  - Marketing Officer

8/25/2017Amazing Service

Very quick service, a good quality product and friendly staff

 RichardL  

8/25/2017Great service and product



Fantastic customer service, quick to turn around jobs

 Jopcd  - Marketing Manager

7/31/2017Fantastic service

The team here have been great when we had to make last minute changes to content and when 
the timeline for delivery was shortened. The work is of highest quality so we keep going back 
again and again

 Carmela  - Principal Planner

7/21/2017Excellent service always

I visited Kwik Kopy with an urgent request and they once again great service and fast turn 
around! Super happy!

 Dmac  - Administration Officer

7/21/2017great service, good prices

I’ve used Kwik Kopy for 3 years now and haven’t ever had a problem. They’re prompt and reliable 
with great customer service. Alex designed my labels from scratch and has come up with great 
design ideas I would never have thought of. I keep going back because of the friendly service and 
competitive cost.

 Urban Magpie  - Chef

7/21/2017Prompt service always

I’m really happy with the Adelaide branch. They have done excellent work for our company in a 
limited time frame.

 Paya  - Marketing Coordinator

6/21/2017You earn the Quick title
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I visited Kwik Copy last month - they quoted me probably 2 months ago, but were great. When I 
came in - they straight away had the original quote and was done for me asap.

 Katie Lee  - Sales Consultant

6/19/2017KwiK Copy Stickers

Amazing customer service and very friendly. Always manage to print quicker than expected!

 Mathew  

6/19/2017Great service and quick turnaround!

Katrina, the CSR, is our first point of contact and she is always so helpful, reliable and there to 
help us whenever we need any urgent last minute printing etc. I always have the trust that she 
and Kwik Kopy can provide 100% accurate work at a high standard when placed under pressure.

 Divya Dsilva  - Media And Communications Adviser

6/19/2017Great service every time.

Recently had to order business cards and they were received in a timely manner

 FezD  - Practice Administrator

6/19/2017Quick and easy response to orders

I contacted Kwik Copy on short notice and they responded very quickly and the product arrived 
on time

 Bellaand5  - Senior Account Manager

6/19/2017Very fast turnaround



Turnaround time is quick, friendly staff, great service

 Eliza  - Business Owner / Watchmaker

6/8/2017Great Service

I sent an email to see if Kwik Kopy Adelaide had capacity to complete a rush job and requested 
a quote. I had Peter call be back within a couple of hours with a price. The job was completed on 
time and for extra service they even delivered it to the bulk mail centre. Great service

 Rashie  - Administration Officer

6/8/2017Super Helpful service

I have been using Kwik Kopy Adelaide for a number of years, and they never disappoint.  They 
always deliver in my required timeframe, and at times I’m surprised at the fast turnaround.  Their 
pricing is also very reasonable.

 Vm73  - HR Operations

6/8/2017Great Service everytime!

Had several jobs done by Kwik Kopy - always happy with their quick and efficient service.

 Eliza  - Business Owner / Watchmaker

6/7/2017Great Service

atenttive and polite with great customer service in resolving non-standard bespoke stationary 
request

 Freddy  - Manager Pshd

6/7/2017great service
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I contacted Kwik Kopy with a print job that had very short lead times. The service and advice was 
excellent and they printed my programs with plenty of time to spare.

 Rebeks  - Marketing And Events Coordinator

6/7/2017Wonderful service, professional results

Kwikcopy created a beautiful A0 foam mounted document for us and have been incredibly 
helpful and kind. The team is more than happy to help out in any way they can, and saved the 
day when we needed to make an amendment on the board by creating an overlay sticker. Printing 
quality is excellent!

 Salty  - Communications Officer

6/7/2017Fantastic service and fast turnaround!

Had a rush job bad then even added more work and Kwik Kopy were brilliant. They delivered on 
time and an excellent product

 Carmela  - Principal Planner

6/7/2017great service and quality of product

i needed urgent business cards and Kwik Kopy Adelaide delivered!  No hassles and reasonable 
price

 Dmac  - Administration Officer

6/7/2017Excellent service

I’ve been dealing with Kwik Kopy Adelaide for 3 years and I will continue to. Alex designed my 
label from the ground up with only basic information from myself. His design and wording is 
witty, informative and more than I could’ve wished for. The service I’ve received since my first 
order has always been prompt and prices competitive.

 Urban Magpie  - Chef

6/6/2017Prompt, Efficient and Competitive



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.adelaide.kwikkopy.com.au


